MENDEL UNIVERSITY IN BRNO
Location

- main campus located in Brno, in the heart of the South Moravia

Brno:
- the capital of Moravia region
- 2nd biggest city in Czech Rep. (370 000 inhabitants)
- city of universities – almost 86 000 students
- road, railway and air transport crossroad
- historical as well as modern city, a seat of courts and other national institutions
- industrial and business centre of Southern Moravia (the most important trade fair centre of the Czech Rep.)
- city of science and research
- city of great development potential
History and present

• founded in 1919 as the University of Agriculture in Brno
• the oldest independent University of its kind in the Czech Republic
• since 1994 the University has borne the name of the famous genetic laws discoverer Gregor Johan Mendel
• since 2010 Mendel university in Brno
• 5 faculties
• almost 11 000 students
• 350 international students
MENDELU Campuses

in Lednice  in Brno
University Structure

- Faculty of Agronomy: ca. 2,500 students
- Faculty of Forestry and Wood Technology: ca. 1,800 students
- Faculty of Horticulture: ca. 1,200 students
- Faculty of Business and Economics: ca. 4,000 students
- Faculty of Regional Development and International Studies: ca. 700 students
- Mendel University in Brno: ca. 10,500 students
General Agriculture

- Agriculture Microbiology
- Agroclimatology
- Agrotourism
- Applied Bioclimatology
- Precision Agriculture
- Principles of Fodder Production
- Soil Science
Studying in English: Erasmus

Animal Breeding

- Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals
- Animal Genetics
- Fish Culture
- Horse Husbandry
- Insemination and Embryo Transfer
- Organic Systems of Animal Breeding
- Reproduction of Farm Animals
- Sheep and Goat Breeding
- Zoology
Studying in English: Erasmus

Plant Production

- Anatomy and Morphology of Plants
- General Phytopathology
- General Plant Production
- Herbology
- Medicinal, Aromatic and Spice Plants Production
- Phytopathology and Entomology
- Plant Anatomy and Physiology
- Plant Breeding
- Plant Physiology
- Special Phytopathology
Studying in English: Erasmus

Food Industry

• Dairy Technology
• Food Analysis
• Food Engineering
• Food Chemistry

Chemistry

• Biochemistry
• Chemistry
• Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry
• Organic Chemistry
Studying in English: Erasmus

Environment

• Environmental Protection
• Landscape Ecology
• Organic Agriculture

Other

• Alternative Energy Sources
• Physics
• Radioactive Waste
• Radioecology
• Hydrology and hydraulics (in spanish)
• Water contamination and protection of water sources (in spanish)
MENDELU facilities

- University Training Farm Žabčice
- Forest Training Enterprise “Masaryk Forest” Křtiny
- Botanical Garden and Arboretum
- Information System Institute
- Institute for the Operation of Information Technologies
- Institute of Scientific, Research and Pedagogical Services
- Testing Laboratory of Joinery Products
- Administration of Hostels and Canteens
- Wine cellar
Administration of Hostels and Canteens

accommodation and catering for both Czech and foreign students, also to guests of the University

- **Student’s hostels:**
  - Mendel University provides 3,200 places in halls of residence in total
  - accommodation at MENDELU halls of residence for all international students (approx. 100 EUR/month)

- **Canteens:**
  - provide more than 2500 meals every day in 5 serving centres
  - All assortment is offered not only to students of MENDELU but also to other people or organizations.
  - choice from at least 4 meals including the vegetarian alternative, all subsidized for students and teaching staff
International Relations Office

Coordinates activities in the area of international cooperation:

- organization of official visits abroad for the Rector and Vice-Rector and welcoming guests from abroad
- promotion, establishment and maintenance of bilateral links with foreign universities
- coordination of international mobilities for students, teachers and administrative staff
- Organizational and financial support of International Student Club (ISC MENDELU) - cultural events and trips, Orientation week, “Buddy Programme”

Erasmus program

- over 170 Partner institutions
- Some 250 outgoing students
- almost 350 incoming students

Bilateral Agreements and other programs (agreements with almost 50 universities all over the world (Canada, USA, South America, Africa, Thailand, etc., CEEPUS, AKTION, Leonardo etc.)
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